Abstract-With the deep physical-layer programmability enabled by software-defined networking (SDN), it is now feasible to realize optical data center transceivers that adapt their transmission parameters in response to timevarying traffic demand and signal quality conditions. In this paper, we develop a cross-layer performance tuning framework for wavelength-tunable data center transceivers, combining scalable and secure modulation order and code rate adaptation. We develop new physical-layer control modules and combine SDN control with distributed preamble encoding in order to achieve both rate adaptation and node synchronization in a wavelength-routing data center testbed. Our experimental and theoretical studies based on pulse amplitude modulation and low-density parity-check coding point to the significance of joint modulation order and code-rate adaptation in data centers. We report real-time resource adaptation with switching speeds on the order of hundreds of milliseconds.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ith the proliferation of smart handheld devices and the emergence of new applications and services including high-resolution video streaming and cloud computing, data center (DC) network traffic has been growing at an exponential pace [1] [2] [3] . The amount of global IP traffic handled by data centers was already 6.8 zettabytes (1 zettabyte 10 21 bytes) per year in 2016 and is expected to reach 20.6 zettabytes by the end of 2021, translating to a 25% compound annual growth rate [3] . This sustained rate increase compounded by the high diversity of data center traffic patterns, including multicast traffic delivery [4] [5] [6] [7] , has led to significant scalability and resource management challenges in existing networks that make use of electronic switching technologies.
In order to resolve the switching bottlenecks, several designs have been proposed based on optical switching, a technology that potentially yields ultrahigh capacities in a power-efficient and bit-rate-transparent fashion to partially or totally replace the electronic switching stages in data center networks [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) based on an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG), a physically compact device that enables the passive routing of single or multiple signals per port, is an interesting optical switching technology leading to orders of magnitude reduction in the number of links as well as application execution acceleration due to wavelength parallelism [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Wavelength routing combined with higher-order modulation formats, such as pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) based on intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD), holds promise for resolving the data center capacity bottlenecks [19] [20] [21] .
Ideally in a data center network, optical switching should be programmatically implemented based on traffic requirements in order to optimize both application performance and resource utilization. To support high traffic pattern variability, optical connections in the data center need to be dynamically established and tuned depending on application requirements or underlying physical-layer conditions. Isolating the optical network control allows this complexity to be handled separately without adding complexity to the existing switching functionalities. Software-defined networking (SDN), separating control and data planes, provides for physical-layer programmability in data centers by resorting to a logically centralized network controller. By properly extending OpenFlow, i.e., the predominant SDN southbound interface protocol, it is now feasible to support highly dynamic optical switching scenarios including data center wavelength routing [22] [23] [24] [25] .
Recent optical data center networking efforts primarily focus on either switch architecture design or higher-layer control aspects [26] [27] [28] [29] . In Ref. [26] , Proietti et al. demonstrated a 64-port, AWG-based thin-CLOS architecture for intra-data-center connectivity, and in Ref. [27] , Nagai et al. designed and experimentally evaluated the performance of part of a 1536-port optical circuit switch based on uniformloss and cyclic-frequency (ULCF) AWGs. From a network control perspective, the authors of Ref. [28] demonstrate the feasibility of multi-tenant operation through the SDN-enabled dynamic slicing of network and computing resources in an all-optical data center network. Considering the scalability bottlenecks due to centralized control in large-scale data center networks, Jia et al. propose a multicontroller collaboration scheme that achieves improved control-plane responsiveness and reliability in Ref. [29] . Despite such significant efforts, the design and control of advanced data center transceivers for deep physical-layer programmability and adaptive transmission has largely been neglected.
Theoretical studies of adaptive transmission in the physical layer (e.g., code rate adaptation [30] [31] [32] ) point to its remarkable gains in terms of system cost and scale. Similar to long-haul communication networks, in order to maximize the data center network efficiency, it is crucial to investigate the performance of programmable transmission schemes based on advanced signal processing and control. Fortunately, with SDN control it is feasible to support cross-layer resource allocation and performance optimization in data centers. On the one hand, the centralized SDN controller receives the application requirements through northbound application programming interfaces (APIs). On the other hand, the performance monitoring mechanisms employed in the physical layer can report the channel quality conditions to the control plane using the extended OpenFlow protocol. Based on an application's bit rate and service latency requirements as well as the electrical or optical signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) reported from the physical layer, the SDN controller can optimize the resources allocated to the application in terms of carrier frequency, transmit power, modulation type/order, and forward error correction (FEC) code type/ rate [33] .
In this paper, we dig deep into transceiver design and control for ultimate resource allocation flexibility in an optical data center networking scenario. The main novelty of our work is the demonstration of a cross-layer SDN control framework for real-time transceiver performance tuning, simultaneously taking into account the application requirements and variable physical-layer conditions (due to random crosstalk terms in a wavelength-routing switch fabric and disparate route properties). Here we do not aim at proposing new network architectures or scheduling algorithms. Instead, we build new SDN control modules, transceiver functionalities, and control interfaces to support advanced and programmable optical transmission in a dynamic data center environment, based on PAM and low-density parity-check (LDPC) coding [34] [35] [36] [37] . In particular, our contributions are as follows. We (1) demonstrate the feasibility of real-time, joint modulation order, and code rate adaptation through SDN-supported preamble encoding; (2) develop the code and modulation selection logic within an extended SDN control plane architecture; (3) consider an expanded range of code rates for adapting transceiver performance due to highly variable AWG crosstalk; (4) examine the impact of the FEC decoding iteration number as an additional dimension amenable to adaptation; and (5) theoretically analyze the performance of joint modulation order and code rate adaptation at scale.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we detail the principle of pseudorandom (PR) preamble encoding for both node synchronization and the communication of the physical-layer parameters. Section III is devoted to the system model, including the SDN control plane architecture and the control-data plane interfaces that make it possible to adapt both the modulation order and code rate in a data center network. In Section IV, we report our experimental results for adaptive modulation and coding, taking into account PAM and LDPC coding. To examine the impact of joint modulation order and code rate adaptation at scale, in Section V we report simulation results on a large-scale optical switch. Finally, Section VI summarizes and concludes the paper.
II. PSEUDORANDOM PREAMBLE ENCODING IN THE PHYSICAL LAYER
The basis of our proposed modulation order and code rate adaptation scheme is pseudorandom preamble (header) encoding, which enables a transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) pair to communicate the physical-layer parameters in addition to physical-layer synchronization [33] . As depicted in Fig. 1 , for initiating a data transfer from a transmitter node T to a receiver node R, the SDN controller triggers the generation of a unique pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) by setting a seed value common to both T and R. This PRBS is used as the preamble of any frame transmitted from T to R during the course of data transfer unless the channel configuration changes, for instance, due to time-varying interference in the network. The SDN controller monitors the physicallayer parameters and collects the requirements from the application layer. Based on the requirements from these two layers, it will seamlessly install a new PRBS at both T and R. Upon the completion of data transfer between T and R, the controller can remove the used PRBS from the system. As other nodes are ignorant of the PRBS, secure communication is ensured in addition to physicallayer synchronization and rate adaptation.
From a physical-layer point of view, the transfer of information between a pair of nodes is in the form of a sequence of frames, each including a preamble and a payload. The nodes can use different physical-layer parameters for their adaptive operation. These include the modulation format and order, FEC code type and rate, FEC decoding iteration number, and the transmit power. The physical-layer parameters are chosen by the controller and are encoded into the preamble when a connection is to be established between two nodes. The parameters can be dynamically adjusted depending on the variations in the communication channel's properties or the higher-layer application needs.
In our adaptive resource allocation approach, a PRBS preamble specifically includes the information regarding the length of the frame payload, the PAM modulation order, the LDPC code rate, the decoding iteration number (for details of the LDPC decoding algorithm, please refer to Section IV), and the transmit power. The network-level address information (i.e., IP and MAC addresses) is contained in the frame payload. The payload [typically as large as tens of kilobytes (kBs)] comprises a number of code words and is assumed to be shorter than the channel coherence time (i.e., the time duration over which the channel impulse response is considered constant) for appropriate signal processing. A code word includes the information bits as well as the overhead error-correcting bits. Each code rate results in a different code word and thus a different frame length.
With a preamble length equal to N symbols, a unique PRBS of length N is generated at both the transmitter and the receiver. As an analog entity, the PRBS will be represented by the symbols in the modulation constellation. In order to distinguish the start of a frame at the receiver [after the analog-to-digital (ADC) conversion phase], let us assume the discretized and normalized preamble to be denoted by sequence pn such that Epn 0 and Ep 2 n 1. Furthermore, let us assume sn to denote the continuously received symbol sequence, normalized and shifted such that Esn 0, Es 2 n 1. If the receiver has N preambles in its lookup table, it will evaluate the cross-correlation function
in parallel for each of those N preambles. This task is performed over a sliding window, independent of the controller, and in an asynchronous fashion. The value of Rn larger than a threshold over the sliding window for the N parallel operations determines the start of the frame as well as the correct preamble involved. This results in frame synchronization as well as preamble decoding for obtaining the communicated physical-layer parameters. For proper operation, the first value of the cross-correlation function larger than a predefined threshold is considered as the pointer to the start of a frame. Since the PR preamble has a spectrum similar to that of a random sequence of bits (a white-noise-like spectrum), the employment of the cross-correlation technique ensures high detection accuracy. More specifically, the detection accuracy depends on the threshold value and the preamble length. Normally, the preamble consists of tens to hundreds of symbols in the frame. Increasing the preamble length improves the synchronization accuracy. In addition, the sliding window size can be optimized for fast and accurate preamble detection/decoding.
One important requirement for adaptive resource allocation in the data center is constant knowledge of the physical-layer conditions in the network so that the transmission parameters can be dynamically optimized. One way to obtain the physical-layer parameters is to deploy optical SNR (OSNR) monitors at strategic locations in the network. With an OSNR monitor properly located along a path, it is possible to perform in situ optical channel quality measurements; however, this approach requires a very large number of devices in the whole network and suffers from scalability issues. Besides, compared with OSNR, SNR is a more appropriate indicator of the actual bit error rate (BER) performance since it also involves the noises at the photodetection stage. As the ideal preamble is known to a receiver, it can easily estimate the SNR by comparing the power of the actual (received) and expected (as in the lookup table) preambles. This end-to-end, distributed SNR estimation constitutes an affordable solution to the problem of modulation order and code rate adaptation in large-scale networks.
III. PROPOSED SDN DATA CENTER DESIGN
The adaptation of physical-layer resources in a wavelength-routing data center interconnect requires the protocol extensions in the SDN control plane to account for the proper tuning of the physical-layer parameters using the preamble encoding technique. In this section, we introduce our system model, including the SDN control plane, data plane, physical-layer details, and the feasibility of the preamble encoding technique with an SDN framework.
A. SDN Control Plane Architecture
Figure 2 depicts our proposed control plane architecture. We build on our in-house POX SDN controller [38] , which runs on Ubuntu installed on Oracle VM VirtualBox. In order to extend the OpenFlow protocol for our experiments, the POX controller communicates (through TCP/IP) with another Windows machine that is directly connected to the physical hardware, including tunable lasers, tunable filters, a waveform generator, and a sampling scope. The northbound interface of the POX controller collects different application requirements for deciding the transmission parameters. To provide higher-layer control, the SDN controller appropriately abstracts the physical-layer details. Functions such as topology discovery, switching, and performance monitoring are supported by the southbound interface. Within the unified controller, a database stores and manages the network state information, including the flow entries and link utilization. The base function module is responsible for basics such as the hello message, echo function, feature request, flow setup, and flow removal, and can be customized based on data center network operator needs.
The extensions introduced for adaptive modulation and coding functions are the channel information collection, code and modulation (CNM) selector, and transmission configuration function modules. The channel information collection module is responsible for requesting information from the database and reporting it to the CNM selector. The implemented CNM logic is illustrated in Fig. 3 , according to which the modulation order, code rate, and transmit power of a connection are picked based on its bandwidth requirement, whereas the decoding iteration number is selected in accordance with the application latency constraints. In general, a proper machine-learning-based algorithm can provide the rapid and accurate estimation of the application properties, which can be used as the inputs to the CNM module [23, 39] . However, in this implementation, we make use of the buffer occupancies as a proxy of application needs.
According to Fig. 3 , the CNM module first determines the decoding iteration number based on the delay sensitivity of the application (an increased iteration number improves the LDPC decoding performance at the cost of added processing latency [40] ). Next, the estimated application bit rate is used to choose the proper modulation order and code rate (considering a fixed symbol rate). By calculating the required transmit power for achieving the desired BER, the CNM module can determine the feasibility of the candidate modulation order and code rate. If it is not possible to support the candidate choice, a lower code rate or modulation order is examined until a proper set of parameters is found.
Note that the cross-layer optimization of the physicallayer parameters based on the application requirements is beyond the scope of this work. Here we only aim at assigning the minimum transmit power based on the selected modulation order and code type to satisfy the target BER performance. The transmission configuration module in the SDN controller is responsible for configuring the channel with transmit power, modulation order, code rate, and decoding iteration number based on the decision made by the CNM selector module. The mapping between the preambles and the channel configurations is stored inside the controller database. Figure 4 details the data plane architecture based on a wavelength-routing switch fabric. Note that while we focus on optical switching, the AWG-based interconnect is only intended for high-capacity connections and is thus assumed to be part of a hybrid data center network comprising both optical and electronic switch fabrics. The wavelength-routing interconnect comprises an N × N AWG as the core of the switch fabric and N star couplers (serving as broadcast domains), forming a modular architecture that makes it possible to reuse the same set of available wavelengths in different broadcast domains. Each star coupler interfaces the AWG with one input and one output port. Considering K × K star couplers, this leaves K − 1 coupler ports to be directly connected to computing nodes (e.g., servers, top-of-rack switches, etc.). As a result, with parameters N and K, the architecture of Fig. 4 can support up to N × K − 1 computing nodes.
B. Data Plane Architecture
Each computing node is equipped with a tunable optical transceiver for the purpose of wavelength switching and routing. Connections whose source and destination nodes are attached to the same coupler are called intradomain connections and are confined to only one coupler. However, connections whose source and destination nodes lie in different couplers span two broadcast domains and should be routed through the AWG (hence, interdomain connections). To prevent intradomain connections from being propagated in the AWG, a programmable filtering device [such as a wavelength-selective switch (WSS)] is placed between the coupler output interfaces and the AWG inputs. Depending on the source and destination of an admitted connection, the SDN controller sets the wavelength of the transmitter and receiver nodes so that the connection is properly routed without collision. In setting up an interdomain connection, the wavelength is dictated by the static routing pattern of the AWG [31] .
At the edge of the network, packets from computing nodes are aggregated into optical frames with a predefined preamble header, determined by the SDN controller. Based on the output from the CNM selector module, the binary sequence of data will be modulated properly and transmitted in the analog domain. At the destination, the optical signal will be downconverted and decoded based on its preamble type. As discussed in Section II, the preamble decoding is performed in parallel to minimize the processing latencies. Finally, the decoded frame will be disaggregated and delivered to the higher layers of the destination optical interface (OI).
C. SDN Controller-Optical Interface Communication
The details of the SDN controller-optical interface message exchange are depicted in Fig. 5(a) . The input data will be sliced into a sequence of frames. Each frame will be interleaved, encoded, and modulated based on the existing channel configuration. The modulated and encoded signal is then transmitted on the optical channel. At the receiver side, a photodetector (PD) converts the optical signal into a baseband signal that will be oversampled by an ADC converter. By implementing the cross-correlation function on the quantized signal using the set of preambles stored in the preamble mapping table in parallel, the receiver can detect the transmitted preamble in real time. Since the receiver has knowledge of the preamble in an ideal (i.e., noise-free) transmission condition, it can estimate the SNR by comparing the ideal and actual preamble signals.
The estimated SNR will impact the following equalization and decoding steps. Equalization is employed for eliminating the sampled higher frequency information in order to retrieve the baseband signal. It is carried out based on a periodically updated adaptive digital filter, where the update period depends on the monitored SNR. Since the receiver has the information of modulation order and code type from its preamble mapping table, the recovered baseband signal can be compared with the corresponding modulation constellation diagram to obtain the symbol log-likelihood ratio (LLR) and, consequently, the bit LLR. The bit LLR is used by the decoder to output the errorcorrected information bits.
As in Fig. 5(b) , we build the PRBS generator by employing the linear feedback shift registers approach. Prior to setting up a new connection (i.e., optical circuit), the PRBS generators will be initialized and synchronized in the transmitter, the receiver, and the SDN controller. In step (1), by setting up the same initial value (seed) in the registers, the PRBS generators at different locations will generate the same binary sequence. Once the controller decides to establish a new mapping between the existing channel configuration and the preamble, it will instruct the transmitter and the receiver to generate a preamble based on the common seed [step (2) of Fig. 5(b) ]. In step (3), without verifying the entire generated preamble, the first few bits (i.e., check bits) will be examined by the SDN controller to ensure that the preamble generators are properly synchronized. Finally, as depicted in step (4), the mapping tables will be updated in the SDN controller as well as the transmitter and the receiver. Upon the completion of step (1), there is no need for further synchronization. Steps (2)-(4) are executed only when a new mapping should be built. By refraining from broadcasting the actual preambles, this encoding approach provides for high physicallayer security in a multi-tenant data center environment. In other words, as only the check bits and not the entire preamble are communicated between the controller and the end nodes, the remaining nodes cannot distinguish the actual preamble for decoding and intrusion purposes.
D. Preamble Detection Reliability
Unlike a typical system in which a unique preamble suffices for synchronization purposes, our proposed SDN-enabled preamble encoding scheme allows for several preambles to be processed in parallel in transceivers. The multiplicity of preambles in turn results in higher chances for erroneous content discovery. Hence, we discuss the reliability of modulation order and code rate adaptation and directions for improvement.
Recall from Section II that the largest output of a crosscorrelation function determines the preamble and the start of the frame, provided that the output value exceeds a predefined threshold. We consider two scenarios (independent events) leading to errors, i.e., miss and false alarm. In a miss scenario, a desired preamble does not trigger the detection of the frame. We denote the probability of this event by P MISS . In a false alarm scenario, an undesired detection takes place in the absence of the appropriate preamble. We denote the probability of the false alarm event by P FA . Hence, the probability of error-free preamble detection can be represented as
The frame size, preamble length, modulation format, SNR, and the receiver threshold value all impact both P MISS and P FA . While our goal here is not to solve the problem of error rate minimization, we conduct a numerical study to quantify the impact of preamble length, preamble count, and SNR on the reliability performance.
We consider four-level PAM (PAM-4) and set the frame length to 50,000 symbols, preamble length to either 91 or 100 symbols, and the decision threshold to 0.75 V pp , where V pp P N m0 pm × pm is the theoretical noise-free output of the correlation function for the preamble denoted by sequence pm. Figure 6 plots P MISS and P FA versus SNR for different preamble lengths and counts. In Fig. 6 , FAxS(M) denotes the false alarm probability with one (multiple) preamble(s) of length x. On the other hand, MISSxS(M) denotes the miss rate with one (multiple) preambles of length x. In the case of multiple preambles, we limit their number to 6. Our simulation shows the preamble detection performance over an SNR range of (−6 dB, 0 dB) with error probabilities below 10 . Comparing the results under a preamble length equal to 91 symbols, there is around 0.7 dB power penalty associated with an increase in the number of preambles from 1 to 6. If the preamble length is increased to 100 symbols, the error probabilities could be improved.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF JOINT MODULATION ORDER AND CODE RATE ADAPTATION
To demonstrate the feasibility and performance of adaptive resource allocation in a software-defined data center network, we implemented an experimental setup that supports PAM signals and LDPC codes. The application requirements in terms of bandwidth and latency were emulated in a personal computer. In our experiments, the post-FEC BER was set to 10 −7 . The monitored total effective bandwidth was used as a metric for performance evaluation. Besides, we kept track of the adaptation times to examine the impact of physical-layer parameter tuning on higher-layer latency requirements.
In our experiments, depending on the amount of required coding overhead, we either varied the code rate or the modulation order to guarantee the required post-FEC BER. We consider 25 Gbaud PAM signals with either 2 or 4 levels, along with three types of LDPC codes (i.e., code 1 with code rate 0.8, code 2 with code rate 0.7, and code 3 with code rate 0.625). This gives rise to six possible adaptation schemes. LDPC codes are a class of highly efficient linear block codes that can provide performance very close to the theoretical maximum channel capacity using an iterated soft-decision decoding approach [40] . Compared with other candidate codes such as ReedSolomon or Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes, they offer the advantage of high coding gain with a good code rate, even in low-SNR operating regimes. LDPC codes are being standardized for use in access networks with channel capacities of 10 Gb/s and beyond [41] and are emerging as promising candidates for error correction in warehouse-scale computing systems [42, 43] . Due to the accumulation of impairments over several routing stages in multi-stage, all-optical data center networks, in our analysis we consider adaptive transmission based on LDPC coding for enhanced spectral efficiency. In this coding scheme, each message provides a belief (reliability) value for each coded bit. After several iterations, coded bit reliabilities get improved, resulting in the improvement of the estimation of the transmitted code word. An increase in the number of iterations provides for a more accurate decoding performance at the cost of additional processing latency. Hence, in addition to modulation order and code rate, we also adapt the iteration number for the belief propagation decoding algorithm in order to support differentiated latencies.
In this work, we use a quasi-cyclic LDPC code constructed based on permutation matrices [34] . The binary data sequence is adaptively encoded with LDPC codes (n, k, R, g), where n, k, R, and g denote the code word length, information word length, code rate, and the girth of the corresponding bipartite graph representation of the parity-check matrix, respectively [35] . We consider three codes, namely, code 1: (16,935, 13 Our experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 7 . At the transmitter side, a tunable, continuous-wave laser with 10 kHz linewidth operating on the ITU-T 50 GHz grid (C-band) is applied to a Mach-Zehnder modulator. The modulated signals are amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) with 28 dB gain and 6 dB noise figure and are then launched into an AWG-based optical interconnect, which is a simplified version of the network depicted in Fig. 4 . We employ an Enablence AWG with 32 ports, 50 GHz channel spacing, and Gaussian frequency response. The AWG is characterized by a −25 dB adjacent crosstalk ratio and a −30 dB nonadjacent crosstalk ratio.
We study the transmission performance along two possible links. A short link is one where the transmitter and receiver nodes are both attached to the same coupler (broadcast domain). The signal along this link type is not affected by AWG crosstalk. On the other hand, a long link in Fig. 7 can only be established by traversing the AWG core and two different couplers. This implies more susceptibility to physical-layer impairments, predominantly in-band AWG crosstalk and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. Our target signal is applied to AWG input port 17 (i.e., a middle port). To examine the impact of crosstalk on the BER performance, we consider the interdomain signal quality in the absence of crosstalk as well as when it is exposed to either one or two adjacent crosstalk terms (introduced on input ports 16 and/or 18). To realize in-band crosstalk, we split the signal evenly by using a power splitter. The first adjacent crosstalk term is introduced on input port 16 and the second term on port 18. Fibers of different length are used as optical delay lines (DLs) to decorrelate the signal and crosstalk terms at the input side of the AWG. The input signal and crosstalk term powers are balanced such that the differences between each pair are less than 2 dB.
Due to the routing pattern of the AWG, the desired interdomain signal is routed to its first output port. It will be amplified using an EDFA with a 12 dB gain. To emulate the destination broadcast domain as in Fig. 4 , we employ a 1 × 2 coupler following the output stage EDFA. Besides, we use a tunable filter (TF) to filter the wideband ASE noise due to optical amplification. At the photodetection stage, a balanced photodetector converts the optical signal to the baseband domain. The baseband signal is digitized by a real-time oscilloscope with 100 GSa/s sampling rate. The captured samples are equalized and recovered using offline digital signal processing (DSP), including resampling, preamble-based parallel synchronization and detection, and channel equalization using least mean square (LMS) digital filtering. Once the receiver detects the modulation order and code type based on the detected preamble, it performs the sum-product decoding algorithm. Finally, the bit errors per block are counted. Figure 8 depicts the measured post-FEC BER versus the received power over the short link, considering two modulation orders and three LDPC codes. Each curve is associated with a label of the form PmCn_S_i, where m denotes the PAM order, n indicates the code type, and i denotes the iteration number for the sum-product algorithm (fixed at 30). As expected, code 3 offers the best performance for each modulation order. For the same code type, PAM-4 requires an additional 3.5 dB SNR to achieve the same target post-FEC BER. Meanwhile, varying the code type for a given modulation order results in finer power tuning (0.5 dB on the average). Depending on the required bandwidth, the proper modulation order and code type are selected by the SDN controller to guarantee the required BER performance. While our proof-of-concept experiments involve two modulation orders and three code rates, the number of modulation orders and code rates can be adjusted for finer service granularity.
In a short link, AWG crosstalk does not contribute to BER degradation. However, the in-band AWG crosstalk can significantly impact the interdomain connections that traverse longer links [31] . Figure 9 depicts the impact of inband crosstalk terms on the post-FEC BER for PAM-4. Three different scenarios are considered, namely, (1) transmission along a long link in the absence of AWG crosstalk, (2) transmission under one adjacent crosstalk term (1ax), and (3) transmission under two adjacent crosstalk terms (2ax). According to Fig. 9 , two adjacent crosstalk terms can result in up to 0.8 dB power penalty compared with the case of crosstalk-free transmission. We report our results for PAM-2 in Fig. 10 . As in the case of a short transmission link, the adaptation of the modulation order from 4 to 2 can result in up to 3.5 dB power saving, albeit with a sacrifice in the amount of provisioned bandwidth.
We further examine the impact of varying the decoding iteration number in the sum-product algorithm on the BER performance. Figure 11 depicts the post-FEC BER versus the received power for the six possible combinations of modulation order and code rate. Two iteration numbers are compared, namely, 20 and 30. While the performance improves with an increase in the iteration number, the improvement is limited to 0.2 dB. Hence, by reducing the iteration number it is possible to reduce the processing latencies, sacrificing a negligible amount of power or bandwidth resources for latency-sensitive applications.
To study the responsiveness of our SDN adaptation scheme, we report the dynamics of real-time modulation order and code rate adaptation within a 60-second interval. In Fig. 12 , transmission state 0 signifies the switching gap between modulation orders and/or codes. The remaining states pertain to actual data transmission and are defined as follows: (1) PAM-4 with code 2, (2) PAM-4 with code 3, (3) PAM-4 with code 1, (4) PAM-2 with code 1, (5) PAM-2 with code 2, and (6) PAM-2 with code 3. The resulting effective bit rate per state is also depicted in Fig. 12 . States 1, 2, and 3 are deleted from the system after 32 s, whereas states 5 and 6 are installed during the same time. The preamble table is updated by the SDN controller at a second timescale. The transceivers can adapt to new channel conditions within a duration of 170 ms.
V. THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we examine the performance gains due to adaptive transmission in a large-scale switching scenario. Note that the preamble encoding and decoding operations are executed in the end nodes in a distributed fashion and independent of the network architecture. The SDN controller role is the dissemination of common random seeds and some table lookups. Such operations do not impose significant computational bottlenecks and are invoked only at the beginning of an optical circuit setup or a drastic change of application/physical-layer conditions. Besides, with a multi-controller architecture [29] , it is possible to support a very large number of nodes. The transceiver parameter tuning time can be significantly reduced if the adaptation and control logic are carried out on FPGA boards or application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). While we consider only two modulation orders and three code rates, our solution does not pose a limitation on the number of modulation orders or code rates. More choices lead to finer service granularity. However, as we will show later in this section, adaptation over a handful of choices alone could result in high performance gains in a data center network.
To demonstrate the advantages of adaptive modulation and coding at scale, we simulate the performance of the wavelength-routing, distributed-multicast architecture of Fig. 4 with N K 64. As the loss due to star couplers becomes significant for large values of K, we envision two stages of amplification in the design. We consider a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) for amplifying single-wavelength signals and an EDFA for amplifying WDM signals. As such, an SOA is placed on each coupler input port (to support an integrated solution for broadcast domains), and an EDFA is placed on each output port of the AWG to compensate for the loss of a second-stage coupler (for interdomain connections).
For servicing the connection requests, we consider a distributed, greedy, and offline scheduling algorithm based on a request-grant approach. The scheduler first addresses the interdomain connection requests due to the connectivity constraints imposed by the AWG. It then resolves the contentions among intradomain connection requests and assigns spectral resources to them (first-fit wavelength assignment). In a simulation run, each node independently generates a connection request with a nonzero probability. With probability 1/4, the generated request is interdomain. We employ the short-reach PAM physical-layer model in Ref. [31] for our cross-layer analysis.
As for the AWG, we consider a 6-dB insertion loss, −25 dB adjacent crosstalk ratio, and −30 dB nonadjacent crosstalk ratio. The physical-layer parameters in our crosslayer simulations are almost the same as in (Ref. [31] , Table I ). Here, we consider the symbol rate to be equal to 25 Gbaud corresponding to the choice of our experiments. Besides, the average transmit power is set to 0 dBm. The gain of each optical amplifier in the switch is tweaked such that it compensates for the loss of a star coupler. We report our results averaged over 100 simulation runs.
In order to perform FEC in our simulation, we approximate the performance of LDPC coding (i.e., code rate versus pre-FEC BER) using a stepwise function. Concretely, we define two row vectors B b 1 , b 2 , …, b n and R r 1 , r 2 , …, r n1 with n and n 1 elements, respectively, where n is determined based on the number of code rates and modulation orders. B is the vector of pre-FEC BER values, and R corresponds to code rates. In the stepwise approximation, the relation between a specific pre-FEC BER b and the assigned code rate r is simply defined as
For m modulation orders and c code rates, vector B has a length of n m · c 1. In our examination with two modulation orders (PAM-2 and PAM-4) and three code rates (0.8, 0.7, 0.625),
Each entry corresponds to the maximum pre-FEC BER that allows for the operation of a given modulation order with the desired LDPC code rate.
We consider three modulation and coding schemes in our analysis:
(1) Fixed modulation order with fixed code rate (FMFC):
In this scheme, only the highest possible modulation order (PAM-4) is used along with the lowest possible code rate (0.625), i.e., the strongest code, independently of the pre-FEC BER. Vector R for the FMFC scheme is thus represented as R 1, 0.625, 0.625, 0.625, 0, 0, 0, 0. (2) Fixed modulation order with adaptive code rate (FMAC): In the FMAC scheme, again the highest-order modulation is the only permissible modulation order in the system. However, the code rate for a connection can be adjusted based on the monitored pre-FEC BER. Here, R 1, 0.8, 0.7, 0.625, 0, 0, 0, 0. (3) Adaptive modulation order with adaptive code rate (AMAC): With AMAC, both the modulation order and the code rate can be adjusted based on the existing pre-FEC BER. As long as the pre-FEC BER is low enough, the modulation order is fixed at 4 (i.e., PAM-4) and the code rate is varied to accommodate the connection. However, once the PAM-4 signal becomes irretrievable even with the strongest code, the modulation order is reduced to enable a lower bit rate connection. The vector of code rates is R 1, 0.8, 0.7, 0.625, 0.5 × 0.8, 0.5 × 0.7, 0.5 × 0.625, 0, where the factor of 0.5 in the fifth, sixth, and seventh entries corresponds to the drop in capacity due to switching from PAM-4 to PAM-2.
We study the wavelength-routing interconnect performance by investigating the evolution of pre-FEC BER versus load. The load parameter is defined as the probability with which a connection request appears on each input port of the switch in Fig. 4 during a simulation run. For instance, a load of 0.5 means that on the average half of the switch input ports have connection requests during a scheduling instance. Figure 13 depicts the interdomain pre-FEC BER versus load for both PAM-2 and PAM-4. We report our results for interdomain connections (spanning two different broadcast domains by passing through the AWG) as they undergo more severe signal quality degradation.
As is clear, the BER performance degrades with an increase in load, which is due to the increased crosstalk noise variance with more connections in the system (predominantly in-band crosstalk). With the same transmit power, there is a significant gap between the BER performance of PAM-2 and PAM-4. By switching from PAM-4 to PAM-2 in low-SNR conditions, it is feasible to prevent a total system outage despite resorting to a low-spectral-efficiency modulation format. Figure 14 depicts the total interdomain throughput (excluding the coding redundancies) versus load for the three modulation and coding schemes, namely, FMFC, FMAC, and AMAC. While FMAC improves the performance compared with FMFC in low and moderate loads, it becomes ineffective at high loads as PAM-4 BER performance is poor and cannot be compensated with the existing codes. AMAC, however, helps to avoid outages by using PAM-2 at high loads, resulting in a significant performance gain. Figure 15 reports the gain of adaptation in terms of throughput improvement with respect to a fixed modulation order and code rate (FMFC) scheme. While the adaptation gain of FMAC follows a decreasing trend (with a maximum of 27.1%), AMAC results in much higher gains (as large as 177.6%). This study points to the importance of both modulation order and code rate adaptation in data center networks. 
VI. CONCLUSION
By exploiting SDN in a data center network, cross-layer optimizations can be performed to allow for flexible data exchange with code-rate adaptive, high-order modulation schemes at potentially low cost and latency. In this paper, we experimentally verified the advantages of adaptive modulation and coding in an SDN wavelength-routing data center by employing a scalable and secure preamble encoding technique. Through implementing extension modules in the SDN control plane, we demonstrated adaptation speeds as low as 170 ms for transceivers employing PAM and LDPC coding. Our theoretical analysis of an architecture based on a 64-port AWG pointed to the significance of both modulation order and code rate adaptation. Compared with a fixed modulation and coding scenario, code rate adaptation alone results, on average, in a 9.3% improvement in system capacity. With adaptation of both modulation and coding parameters, the average improvement can be as large as 45.2%. In the future, we will minimize the adaptation speed by implementing both SDN controller and transceiver functions on FPGA boards. Furthermore, we will evaluate the performance of non-uniform PAM along with different coding schemes in our data center testbed. Fig. 14 . Impact of parameter adaptation on the total interdomain throughput. Fig. 15 . Performance gains of two adaptation schemes with respect to the fixed modulation/fixed coding scenario.
